7A COMMUNICATION SYSTEM—(COM KEY* 718)
IDENTIFICATION, INSTALLATION, CONNECTION,
OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE

1. GENERAL

1.001 This addendum supplements Section 518-450-100, Issue 4. Place this pink sheet ahead of Page 1 of the section.

1.002 This addendum is issued to provide information relating to the Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) Registration Program.

2. CHANGES TO SECTION

2.001 On Page 2, following paragraph 1.03, add the following:

1.04 After January 1, 1980, connection of customer-provided equipment (CPE) or telephone company-provided equipment to the 7A Communication System requires the use of a 33B voice coupler when providing music-on-hold. Also after January 1, 1980, the 415B, 460C, 471C, and 479C key telephone units (KTUs) must be used when providing their related services. Previously connected or Class C system components may be used for additions and maintenance at grandfathered installations for the life of the equipment, provided they are not modified. Class C stock may also be used in new installations after January 1, 1980.

1.05 Incoming central office (CO) lines to be installed in compliance with the FCC Registration Program must be routed through a standard network interface. Information on approved interfaces is contained in Sections 463-400-100 through 463-400-150.

*Trademark of AT&T.